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Abstract
This paper studies the use of vector Lyapunov functions for the design of
globally stabilizing feedback laws for nonlinear systems. Recent results on
vector Lyapunov functions are utilized. The main result of the paper shows that
the existence of a vector control Lyapunov function is a necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of a smooth globally stabilizing feedback.
Applications to nonlinear systems are provided: simple and easily checkable
sufficient conditions are proposed to guarantee the existence of a smooth
globally stabilizing feedback law. The obtained results are applied to the
problem of the stabilization of an equilibrium point of a reaction network taking
place in a continuous stirred tank reactor.
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1. Introduction
Vector Lyapunov functions have been used for a long time in stability theory for nonlinear systems (see
[3,6,7,11,12,13,14,15,18,19,20,21,27] and the references in [7]). Vector Lyapunov functions were first introduced by
Bellman in [3] and have been acknowledged to be a more flexible tool for proving stability than the usual single
Lyapunov function. The recent works [11,12,13] have established novel vector Lyapunov theorems which have
qualitatively different characteristics than the classical vector Lyapunov results in [3,7, 14,15,18]. More specifically,
the proof of the vector Lyapunov results in [11,12,13] is based on a small-gain analysis (rather than the classical
differential inequality approach) and do not require all differential inequalities to hold simultaneously at every point
of the state space.
The use of vector Lyapunov functions in control theory is not frequent. Exceptions are the works [19,20,21].
However, it seems reasonable to think that the flexibility shown by vector Lyapunov functions in stability theory can
be utilized to our advantage for feedback control design in complex systems. The purpose of the present work is to
show that this is indeed the case.
The main result of the present work (Theorem 3.4) is a direct extension of the well-known Artstein-Sontag
theorem (see [2,5,24,25]) to the case of vector Lyapunov functions. Therefore, the term Vector Control Lyapunov
Function (VCLF) is appropriate. Theorem 3.4 extends the Artstein-Sontag theorem so that
i) vector Lyapunov functions are used (instead of a single Lyapunov function),
ii) not all differential inequalities must hold at every point of the state space.
Therefore, Theorem 3.4 can allow large flexibility for its application. This feature can be crucial for feedback
design in large scale systems. Recently, large scale systems have been studied intensely (see [6,8,10,22]). Section 4 of
the present work shows that VCLFs can be used efficiently for the stabilization of large scale systems. Particularly,
Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 provide simple algebraic criteria that allow us to guarantee that a nonlinear system can be
globally asymptotically stabilized by means of smooth feedback.
2The results of the paper are applied to the global stabilization of equilibrium points of (bio)chemical reaction
networks taking place in continuous stirred tank reactors (chemostats). Reaction networks have been studied in the
past (see the references in [26]) and recent results have provided new insights for their properties (see [1,4,26]).
Theorem 5.2 provides sufficient conditions for the existence of a smooth stabilizing feedback law for the case that the
dilution rate is considered as the control input (the most frequent case in the literature). Our main assumptions on the
reaction network hold for biological networks as well. For example, all chemostat models (see [23]) satisfy
hypotheses (R1), (R2) and (R3) in Section 5 of the paper.
The structure of the present work is as follows. Section 2 provides the background on vector Lyapunov functions
and the recent results in [12,13]. Section 3 of the present work contains the definition of the VCLF and the main
result of the present work (Theorem 3.4). Section 4 is devoted to the derivation of simple sufficient conditions that
guarantee the existence of smooth global stabilizers for nonlinear systems (Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2). Finally, the
obtained results are applied to reaction networks in Section 5. The Appendix contains the proofs of certain auxiliary
lemmas needed for the proof of Theorem 3.4.
Notation and Terminology. Throughout this paper we adopt the following notation and terminology:
 Let ),0[:  I be an interval. By );( UIL (resp. );( UIlocL ) we denote the space of measurable and (resp.
locally) essentially bounded functions )( u defined on I and taking values in mU  . For a set nA  , )int(A
denotes the interior of nA  .
 We say that a non-decreasing continuous function  : is of class 1N if 0)0(  . We say that function
 : is positive definite if 0)0(  and 0)( s for all 0s . We say that an increasing continuous
function  : is of class K if 0)0(  . We say that an increasing continuous function  : is of
class K if 0)0(  and  )(lim ss  . By KL we denote the set of all continuous functions
  :),( ts with the properties: (i) for each 0t the mapping ),( t is of class K ; (ii) for each
0s , the mapping ),( s is non-increasing with 0),(lim  tst  .
 For every positive integer j and a set nA  , )(AC j ( );( AC j ) denotes the class of functions (taking values
in m ) that have continuous derivatives of order j on A and );(0 AC denotes the class of continuous
functions on A , which take values in  . We also denote by )(:)( 0 ACAC
j
j
  the class of smooth functions on
A .
 For a vector nx  we denote by x  its transpose and by x its Euclidean norm. mnA  denotes the
transpose of the matrix nmA  . n1 denotes the vector )int()1,...,1( n . For a vector nx  we define
  )int()exp(),...,exp()exp( 1 nnxxx  .
 For every scalar continuously differentiable function nV : , )(xV denotes the gradient of V at nx  ,
i.e., 






 )(),...,()(
1
xx
Vxx
VxV
n
. We say that a function nV : is positive definite if 0)( xV for all
0x and 0)0( V . We say that a continuous function nV : is radially unbounded if the following
property holds: “for every 0M the set })(:{ MxVx n  is compact or empty”. For a vector field
nnf : , )()()( xfxVxVL f  denotes the Lie derivative of V along f .
 For a function A: , where nA  , )supp( denotes the support of A: , i.e.,
 0)(:)supp(  xAx  .
32. Background on Vector Lyapunov Functions
We consider systems described by Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) of the form:
Ddx
xdfx
n 

,
),( (2.1)
where lD  is a non-empty set and nnDf : is a continuous mapping with 0)0,( df for all Dd  that
satisfies the following hypotheses:
(A1) There exists a symmetric positive definite matrix nnP  such that for every bounded nS  , there exists a
constant 0L satisfying the following inequality:
   
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(A2) There exists Ka , such that  xaxdf ),( for all Ddx n ),( .
(A3) There exist functions );(1  nCh with 0)0( h , );(1  ni CV ( ki ,...,1 ), );(1  nCW being
radially unbounded, a function )),0(;(0  C , a non-decreasing function );(0  CK , Kaa 21 , ,
1, Nji , kji ,...,1,  and  a family of positive definite functions );(0  Ci ( ki ,...,1 ) such that the
following inequalities hold:
   xaxVxa iki 2,...,11 )(max   , for all nx  satisfying 0)( xh (2.2)
))((),()(sup xhxdfxh
Dd


, for all nx  satisfying 0)( xh (2.3)
)())((),()(sup xWxhKxdfxW
Dd


, for all nx  satisfying 0)( xh (2.4)
Moreover, for every ki ,...,1 and nx  with 0)( xh , the following implication holds:
“If   )()(max ,,...,1 xVxV ijjikj   then  )(),()(sup xVxdfxV iiiDd  ” (2.5)
Theorem 2.7 in [13]: Consider system (2.1) under hypotheses (A1-3). If the following set of small-gain conditions
holds for each kr ...,2 :
  ssiiiiii r )(... 13221 ,,,   , 0s (2.6)
for all },...,1{ ki j  , lj ii  if lj  , then system (2.1) is Uniformly Robustly Globally Asymptotically Stable
(URGAS) at the origin. That is, there exists a function KL such that for every );( Dd loc  L , nx 0 the
solution ntx )( of (2.1) with initial condition 0)0( xx  corresponding to input );( Dd loc  L satisfies
 txtx ,)( 0 , for all 0t (2.7)
Discussion and Explanations:
(a) If implications (2.5) hold for all ki ,...,1 and nx  then one simply takes 1)( xh and arbitrary functions
);(1  nCW , )),0(;(0  C , );(0  CK . In this way we obtain Corollary 4.2 in [12]. Therefore
4the difference between Theorem 2.7 in [13] and Corollary 4.2 in [12] is that Theorem 2.7 assumes that the Lyapunov
differential inequalities (2.5) hold only for a certain region of the state space (at the cost of the additional inequalities
(2.3), (2.4)). However, Corollary 4.2 in [13] allows the study of time-varying systems as well.
(b) Notice that );(1  nCW is not necessarily positive definite, i.e., we do not have to assume that 0)0( W .
(c) Theorem 2.7 in [13] is remarkably different from other vector Lyapunov results (see [3,7, 14,15,18]). The vector
Lyapunov results in [3,7, 14,15,18] assume that the Lyapunov differential inequalities are valid on the whole state
space while Hypothesis (A3) requires that each one of the differential inequalities (2.5) is valid only for a limited
region of the state space (described by the inequalities 0)( xh and   )()(max ,,...,1 xVxV ijjikj   ). Moreover, the form of
inequalities (2.5) is extremely simple and very similar to the differential inequality used for the single Lyapunov
function. All these features of Theorem 2.7 in [13] will be exploited in the following section.
(d) Inequalities (2.3) and (2.4) allow a transient period during which the solution of (2.1) does not satisfy the
Lyapunov differential inequalities (2.5). Please, see the discussion in [13].
3. Vector Robust Control Lyapunov Functions
Consider the feedback stabilization problem for the system:
DdUux
uxgxdfx
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)(),( (3.1)
where lD  is compact and nnDf : , nng : are continuous mappings with 0)0,( df for all
Dd  that satisfy the following hypothesis:
(H) There exists a symmetric positive definite matrix nnP  such that for every bounded  nS , there
exists a constant 0L satisfying the following inequality:
   
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For the control set U we will consider the following three cases:
(P1) U .
(P2) There exists a constant 0a such that ),[  aU .
(P3) There exist two constants 0, ba such that ],[ baU  .
We next proceed to the definition of the Vector Robust Control Lyapunov Function (VRCLF) for system (3.1).
Definition 3.1: Consider system (3.1) under hypotheses (H), (P1). Suppose that there exist functions );(1  nC
with 0)0(  , );(1  ni CV ( ki ,...,1 ), )),1[;(1  nCW being radially unbounded, a function
)),0(;(0  C , a non-decreasing function )),1[;(0  CK , 1, Nji , kji ,...,1,  ,  with 0)(, sii for
ki ,...,1 , a positive definite function );(0  C and a constant 0 such that the following properties hold:
(i) There exist functions Kaa 21 , such that the following inequality holds for all nx  :
   xaxVxa iki 2,...,11 )(max   (3.2)
5(ii) The following implications hold for all nx  with  )(x :
“If   )()(max ,,...,1 xVxV ijjikj   and 0)( xVL ig then 0))(()(max  xVxVL iifDd  ” (3.3)
“If   )()(max ,,...,1 xVxV issiks   ,   )()(max ,,...,1 xVxV jssjks   and 0)()( xVLxVL jgig
then       )()(max)( )()()(max xVxVLxVL xVLxVxVL jjfDdjg igiifDd  ” (3.4)
(iii) The following implications hold for all nx  satisfying 0)( x :
“If 0)( xLg then 0))(()(max  xxL fDd  ” (3.5)
“If 0)( xWLg then 0)())(()(max  xWxKxWL fDd  ” (3.6)
“If 0)()( xWLxL gg then        )()()(max)(
)()()(max xWxKxWLxWL
xLxxL fDdg
g
fDd 
 ” (3.7)
(iv) The following implications hold for all nx  with   )(0 x :
“If   )()(max ,,...,1 xVxV jssjks   and 0)()( xVLxL jgg then       )()(max)( )()()(max xVxVLxVL xLxxL jjfDdjggfDd 
 ” (3.8)
“If   )()(max ,,...,1 xVxV jssjks   and 0)()( xVLxWL jgg then       )()(max)( )()()()(max xVxVLxVL xWLxWxKxWL jjfDdjggfDd  ” (3.9)
(v) The following set of small-gain conditions holds for each kr ...,2 :
  ssiiiiii r )(... 13221 ,,,   , 0s (3.10)
for all },...,1{ ki j  , lj ii  if lj  .
(vi) There exist an open set nA  with A0 and a locally Lipschitz function );( UACk  , where
}{,...}2,1,0{  , with 0)0( k , such that the following implication holds:
“If   )()(max ,,...,1 xVxV ijjikj   and Ax then ))(()()()(max xVxkxVLxVL iigifDd  ”           (3.11)
Then, the family of functions );(1  ni CV ( ki ,...,1 ) is called a Vector Robust Control Lyapunov Function
(VRCLF) for system (3.1) under hypotheses (H), (P1) or that system (3.1) under hypotheses (H), (P1) admits the
Vector Robust Control Lyapunov Function );(1  ni CV ( ki ,...,1 ).
Definition 3.2: Consider system (3.1) under hypotheses (H), (P2). Suppose that there exist functions );(1  nC
with 0)0(  , );(1  ni CV ( ki ,...,1 ), )),1[;(1  nCW being radially unbounded, a function
)),0(;(0  C , a non-decreasing function )),1[;(0  CK , 1, Nji , kji ,...,1,  ,  with 0)(, sii for
ki ,...,1 , a positive definite function );(0  C and a constant 0 such that properties (i)-(vi) hold.
Moreover, assume that the following property holds:
(vii) The following implications hold:
“If   )()(max ,,...,1 xVxV issiks   ,  )(x and 0)( xVL ig then   0)()()(max  xVaLxVxVL igiifDd  ” (3.12)
6“If 0)( x , 0)( xLg then   0)()()(max  xaLxxL gfDd  ” (3.13)
“If 0)( x , 0)( xWLg then   0)()()()(max  xWaLxWxKxWL gfDd  ” (3.14)
Then, the family of functions );(1  ni CV ( ki ,...,1 ) is called a Vector Robust Control Lyapunov Function
(VRCLF) for system (3.1) under hypotheses (H), (P2) or that system (3.1) under hypotheses (H), (P2) admits the
Vector Robust Control Lyapunov Function );(1  ni CV ( ki ,...,1 ).
Definition 3.3: Consider system (3.1) under hypotheses (H), (P3). Suppose that there exist functions );(1  nC
with 0)0(  , );(1  ni CV ( ki ,...,1 ), )),1[;(1  nCW being radially unbounded, a function
)),0(;(0  C , a non-decreasing function )),1[;(0  CK , 1, Nji , kji ,...,1,  ,  with 0)(, sii for
ki ,...,1 , a positive definite function );(0  C and a constant 0 such that properties (i)-(vii) hold.
Moreover, assume that the following property holds:
(viii) The following implications hold:
“If   )()(max ,,...,1 xVxV issiks   ,  )(x and 0)( xVL ig then   0)()()(max  xVbLxVxVL igiifDd  ” (3.15)
“If 0)( x , 0)( xLg then   0)()()(max  xbLxxL gfDd  ” (3.16)
“If 0)( x , 0)( xWLg then   0)()()()(max  xWbLxWxKxWL gfDd  ” (3.17)
Then, the family of functions );(1  ni CV ( ki ,...,1 ) is called a Vector Robust Control Lyapunov Function
(VRCLF) for system (3.1) under hypotheses (H), (P3) or that system (3.1) under hypotheses (H), (P3) admits the
Vector Robust Control Lyapunov Function );(1  ni CV ( ki ,...,1 ).
We are now ready to state the main result of the section.
Theorem 3.4: Consider system (3.1) under hypothesis (H) and under one of the hypotheses (P1), (P2), (P3). Suppose
that system (3.1) admits the VRCLF );(1  ni CV ( ki ,...,1 ). Then, there exists a locally Lipschitz function
)};0{\();(~ UCUCk nn   , where }{,...}2,1,0{  is the number involved in property (vi) of the
definition of the VRCLF, with 0)0(~ k , such that the closed-loop system (3.1) with )(~ xku  is URGAS.
Here, it should be noted that the existence of a VRCLF is a necessary condition as well for the existence of a
smooth globally stabilizing feedback if the vector fields nnDf : , nng : are locally Lipschitz.
Indeed, the converse Lyapunov theorem in [16] guarantees the existence of a single Lyapunov function for the closed-
loop system which satisfies all requirements of Definition 3.1 (or Definitions 3.2, 3.3) with 1k .
For the proof of Theorem 3.4 we need two technical lemmas. The first lemma deals with a set of inequalities. Its
proof is given in the Appendix.
Lemma 3.5: Let 0, ba with 0 ba , ii gf , ( mi ,...,1 ) be given constants. There exists u such that
0 ugf ii , for all mi ,...,1 if and only if the following implications hold:
(I) If 0ig for certain },...,1{ mi , then 0if ,
(II) If 0jigg for certain pair },...,1{},...,1{),( mmji  , then j
j
ii fg
gf  .
7Moreover, there exists ),(  au such that 0 ugf ii , for all mi ,...,1 if and only if implications (I), (II) hold
and the following implication holds as well:
(III) If 0ig for certain },...,1{ mi , then 0 ii agf .
Finally, there exists ),( bau  such that 0 ugf ii , for all mi ,...,1 if and only if implications (I), (II), (III) hold
and the following implication holds as well:
(IV) If 0ig for certain },...,1{ mi , then 0 ii bgf .
The second technical lemma guarantees that we may assume that all requirements (i)-(vi) for a VRCLF hold for
functions 1, Nji , kji ,...,1,  ,  which are positive definite for ji  . Its proof is provided at the Appendix.
Lemma 3.6: Suppose that system (3.1) admits the VRCLF );(1  ni CV ( ki ,...,1 ). Then all properties of the
definition of the VRCLF hold with functions 1, Nji , kji ,...,1,  ,  which are positive definite for ji  and satisfy
 )(lim , sjis  for all kji ,...,1,  with ji  .
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.4.
Proof of Theorem 3.4: Without loss of generality and since 0)0(  we may assume that the neighborhood A
involved in hypothesis (vi) satisfies  0)(:  xxA n  . Let 0r with   Arxx n  2: . Moreover, by
virtue of Lemma 3.6, without loss of generality we may assume that all functions 1, Nji , kji ,...,1,  ,  are positive
definite for ji  .
Using hypotheses (ii), (iii), (iv), convexity of U and partition of unity arguments, we will next construct smooth
feedback laws   Uxxk n  0)(::1  ,   Uxxxk n  0,)(::2  and   Uxxk n   )(0::3
such that the following hold:
0))((2
1)()()(max 1  xxLxkxL gfDd  , for all  0)(:  xxx n  (3.18)
0)())((2)()()(max 1  xWxKxWLxkxWL gfDd  , for all  0)(:  xxx n  (3.19)
If   )()(max ,,...,1 xVxV ijjikj   , 0x and  )(x then 0))((21)()()(max 2  xVxVLxkxVL iigifDd  (3.20)
0))((2
1)()()(max 3  xxLxkxL gfDd  , for all    )(0: xxx n (3.21)
0)())((2)()()(max 3  xWxKxWLxkxWL gfDd  , for all    )(0: xxx n (3.22)
If   )()(max ,,...,1 xVxV ijjikj   , 0x and   )(0 x , then 0))((21)()()(max 3  xVxVLxkxVL iigifDd  (3.23)
Let ]1,0[: p a smooth non-decreasing function with 0)( sp for all 0s and 1)( sp for all 1s . We
define:
)(:)(~ 1 xkxk  for all 


  5
4)(:  xxx n (3.24)
)(:)(~ 2 xkxk  for all  rxxxxx nn 2:5)(:    (3.25)
8)(:)(~ 3 xkxk  for all 


  5
3)(5
2:  xxx n (3.26)
)(3)(5)(3)(51:)(~ 13 xkxpxkxpxk 

 


 

  


 for all 


  5
4)(5
3:  xxx n (3.27)
)(1)(5)(1)(51:)(~ 32 xkxpxkxpxk 

 


 

  


 for all 


  5
2)(5:
 xxx n (3.28)
)(:)(~ xkxk  for all  rxxx n  : (3.29)
)(3)(31:)(
~
22
22
2
22
xkr
rxpxkr
rxpxk 


 










  for all  rxrxx n 2:  (3.30)
where );( UACk  is the locally Lipschitz mapping involved in hypothesis (vi).
It follows directly from hypothesis (H), compactness of lD  and the fact that the mapping Uk n :~ defined
above is locally Lipschitz with 0)0(~ k , that the closed-loop system (3.1) with )(~ xku  satisfies hypotheses (A1-3)
with 5
2)(:)(   xxh , )(2
1:)( ssi   ( ki ,...,1 ) and 

  5
2
2
1:)(~  ss , 

  5
22:)(~ sKsK in place of
)),0(;(0  C , )),1[;(0  CK . Consequently, we may conclude from Theorem 2.7 in [13] that the
closed-loop system (3.1) with )(~ xku  is URGAS.
Therefore, we are left with the task of constructing smooth feedback laws   Uxxk n  0)(::1  ,  Uxxxk n  0,)(::2  and   Uxxk n   )(0::3 so that (3.18)-(3.23) hold.
Construction of   Uxxk n  0)(::1  .
By virtue of (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), (3.13), (3.14), (3.16), (3.17) and Lemma 3.5, it follows that for every nx  with
0)( x there exists Uux  with   0)(4
3)()(max 

xxLuxL gxfDd  and
  0)()(2
3)()(max 

xWxKxWLuxWL gxfDd  . Continuity of  )(),(),(max xxLxL gfDd  ,  )(,)(),(),(max xWxKxWLxWL gfDd  implies that there exists 0x such that 0)( y ,
  0)(2
1)()(max 

yyLuyL gxfDd  ,   0)()(2)()(max  yWyKyWLuyWL gxfDd  for all ny  with
xxy  .
Therefore, the sets  xn xyy  : for all nx  with 0)( x form an open covering of the open set 0)(:  xx n  . By partition of unity, there exists a family of smooth functions   ]1,0[0)(::  xx ni  ,
,...2,1i such that:
a) For every ,...2,1i there exists nix  with 0)( ix and    ixini xyy   :supp .
b) The sum i i x)( is locally finite and satisfies 1)(1 

i
i x for all nx  with 0)( x .
We define for all nx  with 0)( x :
9


1
1 )(:)(
i
ix xuxk i (3.31)
We first notice that (by local finiteness) the mapping 1k defined by (3.31) is smooth and satisfies Uxk )(1 for all
nx  with 0)( x .
For arbitrary nx  with 0)( x we define the finite set ,...}2,1{xJ of indices such that 0)( xi . It follows
that  jxjn xyyx  : for all xJj . Therefore, we get   0)(21)()(max  xxLuxL gxfDd j  ,  0)()(2)()(max 

xWxKxWLuxWL gxfDd j  for all xJj . Using the previous inequalities, the fact that
1)(   xJj j x and definition (3.31) we obtain (3.18) and (3.19).
Construction of   Uxxxk n  0,)(::2  .
Let nx  with  )(x , 0x be arbitrary. Le )(xJ  be the set of all },...,1{ kj such that
  )()(max ,,...,1 xVxV jssjks   . Since all 1, Nji , kji ,...,1,  are positive definite, we have 0)( xV j for all )(xJj  .
By virtue of (3.3), (3.4), (3.12), (3.15) and Lemma 3.5, there exists Uux  with
  0)(43)()(max  xVxVLuxVL jjgxjfDd  , for all )(xJj  (3.32)
Define )(xJ  to be the set of all },...,1{ kj such that   )()(max ,,...,1 xVxV jssjks   . Notice that
},...,1{)()( kxJxJ   for all nx  with  )(x , 0x .
Continuity of mappings  )(),(),(max xVxVLxVL jjgjfDd  ( kj ,...,1 ), 1, Nji , kji ,...,1,  implies that there exists
0x such that  )(y , 0y ,   )()(max ,,...,1 yVyV jssjks   for all )(xJj  ,
  0)(21)()(max  yVyVLuyVL jjgxjfDd  for all )(xJj  and for all ny  with xxy  . Notice that the
previous inequality imply that )()( xJyJ   for all ny  with xxy  . Therefore, we have
  0)(21)()(max  yVyVLuyVL jjgxjfDd  , for all )(yJj  and ny  with xxy  (3.33)
Therefore, the sets  xn xyy  : for all nx  with  )(x , 0x form an open covering of the open set 0,)(:  xxx n  . By partition of unity, there exists a family of smooth functions  ]1,0[0,)(::  xxx ni  , ,...2,1i such that:
a) For every ,...2,1i there exists nix  with  )( ix , 0ix and    ixini xyy   :supp .
b) The sum i i x)( is locally finite and satisfies 1)(1 

i
i x for all nx  with  )(x , 0x .
We define for all nx  with  )(x , 0x :



1
2 )(:)(
i
ix xuxk i (3.34)
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We first notice that (by local finiteness) the mapping 2k defined by (3.34) is smooth and satisfies Uxk )(2 for all
nx  with  )(x , 0x .
For arbitrary nx  with  )(x , 0x we define the finite set ,...}2,1{xI of indices such that 0)( xi . It
follows that  ixin xyyx  : for all xIi . Therefore, by virtue of (3.33), the fact that 1)(   xIi i x , the
fact that )(xJ  is the set of all },...,1{ kj such that   )()(max ,,...,1 xVxV jssjks   and definition (3.34), we obtain (3.20).
The construction of   Uxxk n   )(0::3 is similar to the constructions of   Uxxk n  0)(::1  and  Uxxxk n  0,)(::2  (using partition of unity arguments). The proof is complete. 
It should be noted that a different way of proving Theorem 3.4 is by using Michael’s theorem (instead of partition
of unity arguments). However, the use of Michael’s theorem results to a continuous feedback (instead of a smooth
feedback law).
4. Application to Feedback Stabilizer Design
A natural question of practical importance is how to construct a VRCLF which satisfies the (involved) assumptions of
the VRCLF. The purpose of this section is to provide conditions that allow us to use simple VRCLFs (namely, the
functions 22
1)( ii xxV  for ni ,...,1 ). More specifically, this section is devoted to the feedback stabilization problem
for nonlinear systems of the form:
uxgxfx iii )()(  , ni ,..,1 (4.1)
where nnxxx  ),...,( 1 , Uu and the mappings nif : , nig : are locally Lipschitz with
0)0( if for ni ,..,1 . More specifically, we will use the results of the previous section in order to derive sufficient
conditions for the existence of a globally stabilizing feedback. Interestingly, the developed sufficient conditions will
be easily checkable even for large n (large scale systems).
Our main results are the following corollaries. Their proof is based on Theorem 3.4.
Corollary 4.1: Consider system (4.1) under hypothesis (P1) and suppose that there exist functions );(1  nC
with 0)0(  , )),1[;(1  nCW being radially unbounded, a function )),0(;(0  C , a non-decreasing
function )),1[;(0  CK , 1,~ Nji , nji ,...,1,  ,  with 0)(, sii for ni ,...,1 which satisfy the small-gain
conditions (3.10), a function );(0 CQ with 0)( xQ for all 0x and a constant 0 such that the
following implications hold for all },...,1{, nji  :
“If   issins xx  ,,...,1 ~max  ,   jssjns xx  ,,...,1 ~max  ,  )(x and 0)()( xgxgxx jiji
then 1)()()()(
)()()()( 

xgxQxxgxQx
xgxfxgxf
ijjjii
ijji ” (4.2)
“If 0)( xgi ,  )(x and   issins xx  ,,...,1 ~max  then 0)()( 2  iiiii xQxxfx ” (4.3)
“If   jssjns xx  ,,...,1 ~max  ,   )(0 x and 0)()()( 1 


n
l
l
l
jj xgxxxgx

then  )()(
)()()()()(
1
xxg
xQxxfxgxfxx
n
l j
jjj
ll
l
 


 


” (4.4)
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“If   jssjns xx  ,,...,1 ~max  ,   )(0 x and 0)()()( 1 


n
l
l
l
jj xgxx
Wxgx
then   )()()(
)()()()()(
1
xWxKxg
xQxxfxgxfxx
Wn
l j
jjj
ll
l



 


” (4.5)
Moreover, suppose that there exists a vector nk  such that )()()( 2 iiiiii xQxxkxgxxfx  for all
nnxxx  ),...,( 1 in a neighborhood of n0 with   issiks xx  ,,...,1 ~max  ( ni ,...,1 ). Finally, suppose that there
exists a function   ;0 nCk such that     )()()()()()(
1
xWxKxkxgxfxx
Wn
i
ii
i



and
   )()()()()(
1
xxkxgxfxx
n
i
ii
i
 


for all nx  with 0)( x .
Then there exists );(~   nCk , with 0)0(~ k , such that n0 is UGAS for the closed-loop system
)(~)()( xkxgxfx iii  , ni ,..,1 .
Corollary 4.2: Consider system (4.1) under hypothesis (P3) with 0, ba and suppose that there exist functions
);(1  nC with 0)0(  , )),1[;(1  nCW being radially unbounded, a function )),0(;(0  C , a
non-decreasing function )),1[;(0  CK , 1,~ Nji , nji ,...,1,  ,  with 0)(, sii for ni ,...,1 which satisfy
the small-gain conditions (3.10), a function );(0 CQ with 0)( xQ for all 0x and a constant 0 such
that implications (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) hold for all },...,1{, nji  . Moreover, suppose that there exists a vector
nk  such that )()()( 2 iiiiii xQxxkxgxxfx  for all nnxxx  ),...,( 1 in a neighborhood of n0 with  issiks xx  ,,...,1 ~max  ( ni ,...,1 ) and suppose that there exists a function  UCk n ;0  such that
    )()()()()()(
1
xWxKxkxgxfxx
Wn
i
ii
i



and    )()()()()(
1
xxkxgxfxx
n
i
ii
i
 


for all nx  with
0)( x . Finally, suppose that the following implication holds:
“If   issins xx  ,,...,1 ~max  ,  )(x and 0)( xgx ii then   0)()( 2  xgaxxQxxfx iiiiii ” (4.6)
“If   issins xx  ,,...,1 ~max  ,  )(x and 0)( xgx ii then   0)()( 2  xgbxxQxxfx iiiiii ” (4.7)
Then there exists );(~ UCk n  , with 0)0(~ k , such that n0 is UGAS for the closed-loop system
)(~)()( xkxgxfx iii  , ni ,..,1 .
Proof of Corollary 4.1 and Corollary 4.2: A direct application of Theorem 3.4 with nk  , 22
1)( ii xxV  for
ni ,...,1 ,   2,, 2~21:)( ss jiji   for nji ,...,1,  and       sQsQss 2,2min2:  , 21 21:)( snsa  ,
22 2
1:)( ssa  for all 0s .
Notice that implications (3.3), (3.4) are directly implied by implications (4.3), (4.2), respectively and the above
definitions. Implications (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) are a direct consequence of the existence of a function  UCk n ;0  such
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that     )()()()()()(
1
xWxKxkxgxfxx
Wn
i
ii
i



and    )()()()()(
1
xxkxgxfxx
n
i
ii
i
 


for all nx  with
0)( x .
For Corollary 4.2, we notice that (3.12), (3.15) are equivalent to implications (4.6), (4.7) and that implications (3.13),
(3.14), (3.16), (3.17) are directly implied by the inequalities     )()()()()()(
1
xWxKxkxgxfxx
Wn
i
ii
i



and
   )()()()()(
1
xxkxgxfxx
n
i
ii
i
 


for all nx  with 0)( x (possibly by replacing  )(xK  and  )(x
by  )(2 xK  and  )(2
1 x , respectively) and the fact that Uxk )( for all nx  . Notice that since 0, ba ,
hypothesis (vi) of Definition 3.2 holds with the linear feedback law xku  (possibly by replacing the initial
neighborhood by another neighborhood with ),min( baxk  ). The proof is complete. 
A direct application of Corollary 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 is obtained by selecting 1)( x , 1 : in this case
implications (4.4), (4.5) are automatically satisfied for arbitrary functions )),1[;(1  nCW , )),0(;(0  C ,
)),1[;(0  CK . Moreover, the assumption of the existence of a function  UCk n ;0  such that
    )()()()()()(
1
xWxKxkxgxfxx
Wn
i
ii
i



and    )()()()()(
1
xxkxgxfxx
n
i
ii
i
 


for all nx  with
0)( x is automatically satisfied for arbitrary  UCk n ;0  . The reader should notice that implications (4.2), (4.3)
are easily checkable: the gain functions 1,~ Nji , nji ,...,1,  are selected so that implications (4.2), (4.3) hold. The
following example shows how to use Corollary 4.1 with 1)( x , 1 for a third-order nonlinear system.
Example 4.3: Consider the nonlinear system




uxxxx
uxx
uxgxx
xxx
,),,(
)(
3321
213
22
211



(4.8)
where 3:g is a locally Lipschitz function. The problem that we study in this example is:
(Q) “For what functions 3:g , system (4.8) can be stabilized globally by a smooth feedback?”
Clearly, (4.8) is stabilizable by means of a smooth feedback if 0)( xg . Using the function
232221 222
1)( xqxpxxV  as a CLF candidate, where 0, qp , we conclude that this function is a CLF for system
(4.8) provided that the following condition holds:
For each }0{\3x satisfying )(23 xgpxqx  it holds that 321222121 xqxpxxxx  (4.9)
Here, we obtain different conditions for the function 3:g , which allow smooth stabilizability of system
(4.8). We show that system (4.8) can be stabilized globally by smooth feedback provided that there exist constants
)1,0( , )1,0( , functions )(1   CK with 

 1
)0()0( gds
d , );(0 CQ with  )(0 xQ for all
0x , such that the locally Lipschitz function 3:g satisfies the following implication:
    23231 ,)1( xxxxx   , )()()()(0)( 2223322122232 xQxxQxgxxxgxxxxgxx  (4.10)
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In order to show the qualitative difference of conditions (4.9) and (4.10) notice that the locally Lipschitz function     233232:)( xxxxxxxg   satisfies condition (4.10) for arbitrary selection of )1,0( and
)(1   CK with 0)0( ds
d . On the other hand, the function      233232:)( xxxxxxxg   does not
satisfy condition (4.9) for any choice of 0, qp . To see this, notice that the equation )(23 xgpxqx  holds for
02 x and 

   22122212113 4)1(22)1( xqpxxx  . However, the inequality 321222121 xqxpxxxx 
cannot be satisfied for arbitrary 11 x , 02 x and 

   22122212113 4)1(22)1( xqpxxx  (notice that
if 02 x then 

   22122212113 4)1(22)1( xqpxxx  ).
In order to obtain condition (4.10), we apply Corollary 4.1 with 1)( x , 1 , a function );(0 CQ
satisfying  )(0 xQ for all 0x , where )1,0( . We first notice that implications (4.3) and the small-gain
conditions (3.10) hold for arbitrary K , )1,0( and the selections:
0:)(~,1:)(
~ 3,12,1  s
ss  (4.11)
  )(:)(~,1:)(~ 3,21,2 ssss   (4.12)
   ssss  12,311,3 :)(~,)1(:)(~   (4.13)
Since )(1   CK with 0)0( ds
d there exist constants 210   such that
],0[,)( 21 rssss   (4.14)
for 0r sufficiently small. We next notice that there exist 0, rp such that the vector 3),0,0(  pk achieves
223222 )( xxgxxpx  for all 3x with rx  ,   2,23,1 ~max xxsss   and 2323213 xpxxx  for all 3x with
rx  ,   3,32,1 ~max xxsss   . More specifically, the constant 0p must satisfy
)0(
)1(
)1(
12
gLrp
r



 (4.15)
where 0L is the Lipschitz constant that satisfies xLgxg  )0()( , for all 3x with rx  . Since


 1
)0()0( gds
d , it follows from (4.14) that a selection of 0p according to (4.15) is possible provided that 0r
is selected to be sufficiently small.
Finally, we check implication (4.2). Indeed, using definitions (4.11), (4.12), (4.13), we conclude that implication (4.2)
is equivalent to implication (4.10).
The reader should notice that it might be possible to obtain a single CLF for system (4.8) of the form
     332211)( xxxxV   , where );(1 Ci ( 3,2,1i ) are positive definite, radially unbounded functions
under condition (4.10) (using the methodologies for the construction of Lyapunov functions in [9] and [17]).
However, it should be noted how easily condition (4.10) was obtained from Corollary 4.1. 
However, it should be noted that the use of functions );(1  nC , )),1[;(1  nCW , )),0(;(0  C
and )),1[;(0  CK can give much less demanding conditions for the existence of a smooth globally stabilizing
feedback. The following example illustrates this point.
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Example 4.4: Again, we study problem (Q) for system (4.8). Here, we assume that 3:g is independent of
3x , i.e., ),()( 21 xxgxg  . In this example, we will show that system (4.8) can be stabilized globally by smooth
feedback provided that there exist constants )1,0( , 0R , )1,0( , functions )(1   CK with


 1
)0()0( gds
d , );(0 Cq with  )(0 xq for all 0x , such that the locally Lipschitz function
3:g satisfies the following implication:
    23231 ,)1( xxxxx   , Rxx  2221 ,   )()()()(10)( 33221222232 xqxgxxxgxxxqxxgxx 
(4.16)
Implication (4.16) is less demanding than implication (4.10) since the inequality
  )()()()(1 332212222 xQxgxxxgxxxQx  is assumed to hold only for points that belong to the set    RxxxgxxxxxxxxS  2221322323131 ,0)(,,)1(::  . Notice that implication (4.10)
requires that the inequality   )()()()(1 332212222 xQxgxxxgxxxQx  holds for points that belong to the set    0)(,,)1(:: 322323132  xgxxxxxxxxS  and 21 SS  . For example, any function
3:g with 0)( 2 xxg for all 3x in the compact set    RxxxxxxxxS  2221232313 ,,)1(::  satisfies implication (4.16) for appropriate
);(0 Cq but does not necessarily satisfies implication (4.10).
In order to obtain condition (4.16), we apply Corollary 4.1 with 2/)(:)( 2221 xxax  ,
2/)(1:)( 232221 xxxxW  , 0)( xk , c)( ,   12:)(  caK  , 0 ca , 0 sufficiently small
constants and an appropriate function );(0 CQ satisfying  )(0 xQ for all 0x , where )1,0( . By
virtue of (4.16), we notice that implications (4.2), (4.3) and the small-gain conditions (3.10) hold for the selections
given by (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13), provided that:
Ra  )(2  and )()( yqyQ  , for all y (4.17)
Moreover, we notice (exactly as in Example 4.3) that there exist 0, rp such that the vector 3),0,0(  pk
achieves 223222 )( xxgxxpx  for all 3x with rx  with   2,23,1 ~max xxsss   and 2323213 xpxxx  for all
3x with rx  with   3,32,1 ~max xxsss   . Furthermore, we obtain for all 3x satisfying 0)( x :
      )()()()(2)()()()( 2132132221213
1
xWxKxWaxxxxxxxxxxkxgxfxx
W
i
ii
i
 


(4.18)
and
     )()(2121)()()()( 2221222121
3
1
xcaaxxxxxxxxkxgxfxxi iii
 


(4.19)
Finally, we check implications (4.4), (4.5). Implications (4.4) are equivalent to the following implication:
“If    3231 ,)1( xxxx   , )(22 2221  axxa and 0)(23 xgxx
then    )()()( 33212222121 xxQxxxgxxxxx  ” (4.20)
and implications (4.5) are equivalent to the following implications:
“If   2321 ,)1( xxxx   , )(22 2221  axxa and   0)()( 322  xxgxxgx
then     )()()(
1)()( 2322213222121 xWxKxg
xQxxgxxxxxxxx  ” (4.21)
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“If    3231 ,)1( xxxx   , )(22 2221  axxa and   0)( 323  xxgxx
then     )()()()()( 3332212222121 xWxKxQxxxgxxxgxxxxx  ” (4.22)
Since 3:g is independent of 3x , i.e., ),()( 21 xxgxg  , it follows from (4.17), (4.20)-(4.22) that if 0,, ca 
are sufficiently small constants then all requirements of Corollary 4.1 hold with c)( ,   12:)(  caK  and
appropriate function );(0 CQ . 
5. Stabilization of Reaction Networks
Reaction networks taking place in Continuous Stirred Tank Reactors are described by ordinary differential equations
of the form:   )(cSccDc f  (5.1)
where )int( nc  is the vector of concentrations of all ( n ) species, mn  : is the continuously differentiable
vector field of the (m ) reaction rates, mnS  is the so-called stoichiometric matrix, nfc  is the constant
vector of the concentrations of the species at the reactor inlet (feed) and ],0[ maxDD , where 0max D , is the so-
called dilution rate and is the ratio of the volumetric feed rate (equal to the volumetric outlet rate) over the volume of
the tank reactor. The dilution rate is used as input in many cases for the achievement of certain control objectives.
In general, the vector field mn  : satisfies the following condition:
“If 0ic and 0, jiS then 0)( cj ”                                                           (5.2)
which expresses the (logical) requirement that a reaction cannot occur if one of its reactants is absent.
The equilibrium points of (5.1) for ),0( maxDDD   satisfy the following equation:
  )(1   cSDcc f  (5.3)
Notice that without loss of generality we may assume that ),0(1 maxDD  (by applying appropriate time-scaling).
This section is devoted to the global stabilization problem of one of the equilibrium points of the reactor. More
specifically, we will study the reaction network (5.1) under the following hypotheses:
(R1) There exist N pairs of vectors mlq  , nlp  ( Nl ,...,1 ) such that:
NlqpS ll ,...,1 (5.4)
(R2) There exist constants 0, Rb such that
   


N
l
lflini cpcpRbc 1,...,1
0,maxmax , for all nc  (5.5)
(R3) There exists Kg such that for all },...,1{ mj , },...,1{ ni with 0, jiS it holds that
  ijnjj ccgc   ,...,1max)(0  , for all nc  (5.6)
The reader should notice that hypothesis (R3) is a direct consequence of the requirement (5.2) and the fact that
mn  : is a continuously differentiable vector field. Hypotheses (R1) and (R2) usually hold for all reaction
networks. More specifically, the conservation of total mass requires the existence np  such that 0pS , provided
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that all chemical species of the reaction mixture are accounted in the description of the network. On the other hand,
hypotheses (R1) and (R2) can allow the case where some of the reaction products are not accounted (because they are
inert). Hypotheses (R1), (R2) and (R3) usually hold for biochemical networks as well. All chemostat models (see
[23]) satisfy hypotheses (R1), (R2) and (R3).
The control problem of the global stabilization of one of the equilibrium points of (5.1) is a meaningful problem
because many times there are multiple equilibrium points, indicating absence of global stability. The following
example illustrates that the phenomenon of multiple equilibrium points can happen even for very simple reaction
networks.
Example 5.1: Consider the simple reaction network 21 taking place in a CSTR:
  22111 ckcccDc f 

 (5.7)
where )int(),( 221  ccc , 0k is a constant and 2,2,1 ),(  fff ccc with 0,1 fc . It is clear that the simple
reaction network (5.7) takes the form (5.1) with 2n , 1m , 221)( ckcc  and ]1,1[S . The equilibrium points
of (5.7) satisfy the equations:    2212,22211,1 ,   ckcccckccc ff (5.8)
The above system of equations has a unique solution if   3,2,1  ff cck . On the other hand, if   3,2,1  ff cck then
the above system of equations admits three different solutions. All solutions of (5.8) satisfy 01,1  cc f ,
fff cccc ,2,12,20   and ff cccc ,2,121   . It is clear that the global stabilization problem for one of the
equilibrium points of (5.7) is particularly meaningful for the case   3,2,1  ff cck .
The reader should notice that hypothesis (R1) holds with 



 1
1
1p and  ]0[1q . Other pairs of vectors can be
found (e.g. 

 1
0
2p and  ]1[2q ). Inequality (5.5) with 1R and ff ccb ,2,1:  is a direct consequence of the
following inequality:
   0,maxmax 11,2,1212,1 cpcpccccc fffii  , for all 2c (5.9)
Finally, hypothesis (R3) holds with 2:)( kssg  . This example will be continued. 
Without loss of generality, if there exists an equilibrium point )int( nc   satisfying (5.3) with ),0(1 maxDD 
then we may assume that nc 1 .
The following theorem provides sufficient conditions for the existence of a smooth stabilizing feedback.
Theorem 5.2: Consider system (5.1) under hypotheses (R1), (R2) and (R3). Assume that )int( nnc   1 satisfies
(5.3) with 1D . Moreover, suppose that there exist functions 1,~ Nji , nji ,...,1,  ,  with 0)(, sii for
ni ,...,1 which satisfy the small-gain conditions (3.10), a function ));,0((~ 0 CQ with 0)(~ xQ for all
),1()1,0( x and constants 0,  such that the following implications hold for all },...,1{, nji  :
“If     issins cc lnln~max ,,...,1   ,     jssjns cc lnln~max ,,...,1   ,    20,max1 2 
N
l
lfl cpcp
and one of the statements (D1), (D2), (D3) and (D4) holds
then
   
        1)(~ln)(~ln
)()(
,,
1
,,
1
,,

 

ifijjjjfjiii
m
l
ljifi
m
l
lijfj
cccQcccccQcc
cScccScc 
” (5.10)
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“If 0,  fii cc ,    20,max
1
2 

N
l
lfl cpcp and     issins cc lnln~max ,,...,1  
then      0)(~ln)(ln ,2,,
1
,, 

fififi
m
l
llifi cQcccSc  ” (5.11)
“If     issins cc lnln~max ,,...,1   ,     20,max1
2 

N
l
lfl cpcp and    1,max1,min ,, fiifi ccc 
then   



 
m
j
jjiiii
ifi
cScQcccc 1 ,,
)()(~ln2  ” (5.12)
“If     issins cc lnln~max ,,...,1   ,    20,max1
2 

N
l
lfl cpcp and    1,max1,min ,, fiifi ccc 
then      0)(~ln)(ln 2
1
, 

iii
m
l
llii cQcccSc  ” (5.13)
“If     issins cc lnln~max ,,...,1   ,    20,max1
2 

N
l
lfl cpcp and  1,max , fii cc  or   ifi cc 1,min ,
then          0ln)(~ln)(ln ,max2
1
, 

iifiiii
m
l
llii cccDcQcccSc  ” (5.14)
where the logical statements (D1), (D2), (D3) and (D4) are expressed by
(D1)    1,max1,min ,, fiifi ccc  and  1,max , fjj cc 
(D2)    1,max1,min ,, fiifi ccc  and   jfj cc 1,min ,
(D3)  1,max , fii cc  and    1,max1,min ,, fjjfj ccc 
(D4)   ifi cc 1,min , and    1,max1,min ,, fjjfj ccc 
Moreover, suppose that there exists a vector nnkkk  ),...,( 1 such that
          )(~ln)(lnlnln1 2
1
,,
1
iii
m
j
jjiiifii
n
j
jj cQcccSccccck 



 

 for all )int( nc  in a neighborhood of n1
with     issins cc lnln~max ,,...,1   ( ni ,...,1 ).
Then there exists ]),0[);(int(~ maxDCk n  , with 1)(~ nk 1 , such that )int( nn 1 is UGAS for the closed-loop
system (5.1) with )(~ ckD  .
Proof: The proof utilizes Corollary 4.2 for the system obtained by the following change of coordinates
 xc exp (5.15)
and the input transformation
uD 1 (5.16)
namely, the system:
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  

 
m
j
xjji
xx
fii eSeecux ii
1
,, )(1)1(  , ni ,...,1 (5.17)
It follows from (5.16) that ]1,1[: max  DUu and consequently hypothesis (P3) holds for system (5.17).
Moreover, 01max D . Define
 0:},...,1{:)( ,  jiSmjiP and 



 
 )(
,,...,1
max:
iPj
jini S (5.18)
We will apply Corollary 4.2 with 

 
m
j
xjji
xx
fii eSeecxf ii
1
,, )(1)(  , 1)( ,   ixfii ecxg for ni ,...,1 and
        

N
l
lfl
N
l
xlfl cpcpepcpx
1
2
1
2 0,max0,max:)( (5.19)



n
i
xiexxW
1
)(1:)(  (5.20)
0)( xk ,   ,min)(  ,  xeQxQ ~:)(  (5.21)


   22)(:)( max
RRNbgDK (5.22)
All functions defined above satisfy the requirements imposed by Corollary 4.2. More specifically, using (5.3) and
(5.4) we get )( nlnlfl qpcp 11  for Nl ,...,1 . Since mlq  and mn )(1 , it follows that 0)(  nlq 1 and
nlfl pcp 1 . Consequently, definition (5.19) implies 0)0(   . Next notice that definitions (5.19), (5.20) imply
that 1)( xW ,    )(lnmax
,...,1
xWxini  for all
nx  . Inequality (5.5) implies
    


N
l
xlfl
x
ni epcp
RRNbe i
1
2
,...,1
0,max22max for all
nx  , which combined with definition (5.19) gives:
  ))((22max,...,1   xRRNbe ixni (5.23)
The above inequalities in conjunction with definition (5.20), allow us to conclude that the following inequalities hold
for all nx  :
   )(lnmax
,...,1
xWxini  ,   

 

)(22lnmax,...,1 xW
RRNbxini (5.24)
Inequality (5.24) shows that )),1[;(1  nCW as defined by (5.20) is radially unbounded. Using (5.4) and
definitions (5.19), (5.20) we obtain by differentiating W, for all nx  and ]1,1[ max  Du :
    


 N
l
xlxlfl
n
i
ii
i
eqepcpxuuxgxfxx 11
)(0,max2))()(1(2)()()(  (5.25)
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 









 

n
i
m
j
xjji
xN
l
xlxlfl
n
i
x
fi
xn
i
ii
i
eSeeqepcp
ecexuuxgxfxx
W
i
ii
1 1
,
2
1
1
,
2
1
)()(0,max2
)(2)1()()()(


(5.26)
Since mlq  and mxe )( , it follows that    0)(0,max  xlxlfl eqepcp  for Nl ,...,1 . Therefore, we
obtain from (5.25) and (5.26) for all nx  and ]1,1[ max  Du :
  ))()(1(2)()()(
1
xuuxgxfxx
n
i
ii
i
 


(5.27)
   
 





 n
i
m
j
xjji
xn
i
xn
i
ii
i
eSeeDuxgxfxx
W ii
1 1
,
2
1
max
1
)()()()(  (5.28)
Using (5.6) and (5.18) we get    
  

 
 


n
i iPj
x
niji
xn
i
m
j
xjji
x iii egSeeSe
1 )( ,...,1
,
1 1
,
2 max)( for all nx  . Hence, we
obtain from (5.18), (5.20), (5.22), (5.23) and (5.28) for all nx  and ]1,1[ max  Du :
 
)())(()()(22)(
)(22)()()()(
max
1
max
1
xWxKxWxRRNbgD
exRRNbgDuxgxfxx
W n
i
xn
i
ii
i
i





 

 



 

 
 


 (5.29)
Using (5.21), (5.27) and (5.29) we conclude that the function  UCk n ;0  defined by (5.21) satisfies
    )()()()()()(
1
xWxKxkxgxfxx
Wn
i
ii
i



and    )()()()()(
1
xxkxgxfxx
n
i
ii
i
 


for all nx  with
0)( x .
We next notice that by virtue of the change of coordinates (5.15), definition (5.19) and the definition of Q in (5.21),
it follows that implications (4.2), (4.3), (4.6) and (4.7) are equivalent to implications (5.10), (5.11), (5.13) and (5.14),
respectively. Moreover, implication (5.12) implies implication (4.4). Indeed, first notice that (5.25) implies
0))((2)()(
1



xxgxx
n
i
i
i
 for all nx  with 0)( x and consequently the condition
0)()()(
1



n
l
l
l
jj xgxxxgx
 implies 0)( xgx jj , or equivalently,    1,max1,min ,, fiifi ccc  . Implication (4.4)
requires    )()()()(
1
xuxgxfxx
n
l
ll
l
 


for
1
)()(
1)(
)()(
,
1
,


 
 
j
j
x
fj
jj
m
l
xllj
x
j
jjj
ec
xQxeSe
xg
xQxxfu

or
 
jfj
jjj
m
l
llj
cc
ccQccS
u 




,
1
, ln)(~)(
1

. Notice that (5.12) implies that
 
jfj
m
l
lljjjj
cc
cScQcc





,
1
, )()(~ln
2


 and
inequality (5.27) combined with definition (5.21) gives    )()()()(
1
xuxgxfxx
n
i
ii
i
 
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
for all nx 
with   )(0 x . Consequently, implication (4.4) holds.
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We next show that implication (4.5) holds. By virtue of (5.29) it suffices to show that for all nx  with  jssjns xx  ,,...,1 ~max  ,   )(0 x :
 1)(
)()(
max 
 Dxg
xQxxf
j
jjj for 0)( xgx jj and 0)()(
1



n
l
l
l
xgxx
W ,
 1)(
)()(  xg
xQxxf
j
jjj for 0)( xgx jj and 0)()(
1

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
n
l
l
l
xgxx
W
The above conditions are implied by the following conditions for all  nc  int with     issins cc lnln~max ,,...,1   ,
   20,max
1
2 

N
l
lfl cpcp :

 
max
,
1
, ln)(~)(
Dcc
ccQccS
jfj
jjj
m
l
llj






for  1,max , fjj cc  or   jfj cc 1,min , ,

 
jfj
jjj
m
l
llj
cc
ccQccS


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

,
1
, ln)(~)(
0

for    1,max1,min ,, fjjfj ccc 
The above conditions are direct consequences of (5.13) and (5.14). Thus we conclude that implication (4.5) holds.
The proof is complete. 
The following example illustrates how Theorem 5.2 can be applied to reaction networks. Theorem 5.2 guarantees the
existence of a smooth globally stabilizing bounded feedback.
Example 5.1(continued): We now turn to the global stabilization problem of one of the equilibrium points
)int( 2 c of system (5.7) by means of smooth bounded feedback. In order to apply Theorem 5.2 we first apply a
coordinate change that “brings” the equilibrium point to )int( 22 1 (namely, we apply the coordinate change
111 ccc  , 222 ccc  ). Then system (5.7) takes the form
],0[,)int(),(
1
1
1
max221
221
DDccc
cccDc






 






 (5.30)
where 0 and ],0( 1  are constant parameters (     2122 /, ccck  ). For the above system )int( 22 1
is the equilibrium point to be globally stabilized. Hypotheses (R1)-(R3) hold with 1N , 11 ]0[ q ,
21 )1,(  p . We will further assume that 1 , i.e., 0,2 fc for system (5.7).
The problem that we will study in this example is:
“How large must 0max D be so that )int( 22 1 can be globally stabilized by a smooth
feedback law )(ckD  with 1)( 2 1k and ],0[)( maxDck  for all )int( 2c ?”
In order to solve the above problem we exploit Theorem 5.2. We will show that all conditions of Theorem 5.2 hold
provided that
21
2max )1( D and    1)1()1(
2
max
D (5.31)
We first check conditions (5.10)-(5.14) of Theorem 5.2. Let 0 be an arbitrary constant, K be an arbitrary
function and select )(:)(~ 2,1 ss   , )(:)(~ 11,2 ss   where )1,0( is to be selected (notice that the small-gain
conditions are automatically satisfied). Implication (5.10) holds provided that the inequality
             2
211221
22
112
2
221
2
11 1
1ln1ln
1ln)(~ln)(~ln c
ccccccc
cccQcccQcc 

 


holds for all )int( 2c with     12 lnln cc  ,     21 lnln cc   ,  2121  cc which satisfy one of the
logical statements (D1), (D2), (D3) and (D4). It is clear that the above inequality holds provided that the inequalities
    
    
1
212212
2
2
2
211221
2
1
1
1ln2)(
~ln
1
1ln2)(
~ln
c
ccccccQc
c
cccccQc








hold for all )int( 2c with     12 lnln cc  ,     21 lnln cc   ,  2121  cc which satisfy one of the
logical statements (D1), (D2), (D3) and (D4). The above requirements imply that:
 If (D1) holds, i.e.,  11 1c and    112 lnexp1 cc   , then we must have  111 ln2 1)(~ cccQ  and
  22
22 ln2
1)(~ cc
ccQ  .
 If (D2) holds, i.e.,  11 1c and        1lnexp 211 cc , then we must have
    )ln(2expln2)(~ 1111 cccQ   and   2222 ln21)(~ ccccQ  .
 If (D3) holds, i.e., 11c and 11 2  c , then we must have    21
11 1ln2
1)(~  c
ccQ and
  22
22 ln2
1)1()(~ cc
ccQ   .
 If (D4) holds, i.e., 11 2  c and     1lnexp 121   cc , then we must have
   21
11 1ln2
1)(~  c
ccQ and      212222 lnexpln21)(~ cccccQ  .
Consequently, implication (5.10) automatically holds, if ));,0((~ 0 CQ is selected to be
2
)1(:)1(~
2 AQ (5.32)
 
          )ln(2,lnmaxexp)1(,minln2 1,1min:)(~ 112 cccc cAcQ   , for ),1()1,0( c (5.33)
where ]1,0(A is a constant (yet to be selected).
22
Conditions (5.11) with 2,1i give the inequalities         1ln2exp1ln)1(~ 1Q and
 
    )1ln(exp1ln 1)1(~ 1   Q , which hold automatically for ));,0((~ 0 CQ defined by (5.32),
(5.33).
Conditions (5.12) with 2,1i and 0 hold provided that
  
  )1ln(2exp1
)1ln(2exp)1(2
1
1
1






A
and       )1ln(exp1
)1ln(exp
12
1





A (5.34)
and conditions (5.13) hold automatically for the above selections. Finally, we check condition (5.14). Conditions
(5.14) hold provided that
22max cD  and  
 )(~ln 222221max cQccccD  for all )int( 2c with  2)1(21  cc
Since 0 is arbitrary, we conclude (by virtue of (5.31)) that the above inequalities hold.
The existence of a vector 221 ),(  kkk with
          )(~ln)(lnlnln1 2
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jjiiifii
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
for all )int( 2c in a neighborhood of n1 with     issins cc lnln~max ,,...,1   ( 2,1i ) is guaranteed by the observation
that the unbounded smooth feedback law 22cD  guarantees the inequalities
        )(~ln)(lnln 2
1
,, iii
m
j
jjiiifii cQcccSccccD  

 for appropriate functions K2,1~ , K1,2~ and for all
)int( 2c in a neighborhood of n1 with     issins cc lnln~max ,,...,1   ( 2,1i ). 
6. Concluding Remarks
This paper has showed how recent results on vector Lyapunov functions can be used for smooth globally
stabilizing feedback design for nonlinear systems. In particular, Theorem 3.4 provides necessary and sufficient
conditions based on vector control Lyapunov functions for the existence of a smooth global stabilizer for affine in the
control uncertain nonlinear systems.
The flexibility of vector Lyapunov functions is a feature that can be exploited for feedback design in large scale
systems. Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 provide simple and easily checkable sufficient conditions for the existence of a
smooth global stabilizer for nonlinear systems. Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 are direct applications of Theorem 3.4 and
show how vector Lyapunov functions can lead to results which are not easily obtained by the classical single
Lyapunov analysis. The obtained results are exploited for the derivation of sufficient conditions which guarantee
stabilizability of the equilibrium point of a reaction network taking place in a continuous stirred tank reactor.
Future research may include:
i) the extension of the present results to the multiple-input case,
ii) the development of explicit formulas for the feedback stabilizers which are designed based on VRCLFs,
iii) the development of “adding an integrator”-like results based on VRCLFs, which can allow important
modifications to the backstepping methodology.
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 3.5: Define  0:},...,1{:0  igmiB ,  0:},...,1{:  igmiB and
 0:},...,1{:  igmiB . Notice that implication (I) gives:
“If 0B then   0max0  iBi f ” (A.1)
and implication (II) gives:
“If B and B then 






  i
i
Bii
i
Bi g
f
g
f minmax ” (A.2)
Consider all possible cases:
(a)   BB . In this case (A.1) implies that we can select arbitrary u so that 0 ugf ii for all mi ,...,1 .
(b)   BB . In this case, we can select 


  i
i
Bi g
fu max . The previous inequality in conjunction with (A.1)
implies that 0 ugf ii for all mi ,...,1 .
(c)   BB . In this case, we can select 


  i
i
Bi g
fu min . The previous inequality in conjunction with (A.1)
implies that 0 ugf ii for all mi ,...,1 .
(d)   BB . In this case (A.2) implies 






  i
i
Bii
i
Bi g
f
g
f minmax . Therefore, the following inequality holds:












   i
i
Bii
i
Bii
i
Bii
i
Bi g
f
g
f
g
f
g
f maxminmaxmin
In this case, we can select u so that 





   i
i
Bii
i
Bi g
fug
f maxmin . The previous inequality in conjunction with
(A.1) implies that 0 ugf ii for all mi ,...,1 .
Notice that the above selections in each case guarantee that there exists ),(  au so that 0 ugf ii for all
mi ,...,1 , provided that either B or B and ag
f
i
i
Bi



min . Implication (III) guarantees that one of
the previously mentioned cases holds.
Finally, notice that the above selections in each case guarantee that there exists ),( bau  so that 0 ugf ii
for all mi ,...,1 , provided that the following implications hold: (i) if B then ag
f
i
i
Bi



min , (ii) if 
B
then bg
f
i
i
Bi



max . Implications (III) and (IV) guarantee that the previous implications hold.
The converse statements are proved in the same way by distinguishing the above cases. The proof is complete. 
Proof of Lemma 3.6: The methodology of the proof is to show that every 1, Nji ( kji ,...,1,  , ji  ) can be
replaced by a function 1,~ Nji which is positive definite and satisfies  )(
~lim , sjis  in such a way that the
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“new” set of functions 1, Nqp ( kqp ,...,1,  ) with 1, Nji replaced by 1,~ Nji satisfies all properties of the
VRCLF.
A key observation is that all inequalities (3.3), (3.4), (3.8), (3.9), (3.11), (3.12) and (3.15) hold automatically if
1, Nji is replaced by a function 1,~ Nji satisfying the following inequality:
)(~)( ,, ss jiji   , for all 0s (A.3)
The only thing that remains to be checked is the set of small-gain inequalities (3.10). The inequalities (3.10) which
are affected by the replacement of 1, Nji with the function 1,~ Nji can be expressed by the following inequality:
  ssaji )(~ , , for all 0s (A.4)
where 1Na is defined as follows:
“ )(sa for a given 0s is the maximum of )(, sij and the maximum of all   )(,,,, 1211 sjzzzzzzi lll   
over the set of all indices   },{\},...,1{,...,1 jikzz l  , with qp zz  if qp  ”
To see this, notice that each inequality (3.10) which is affected by the replacement of 1, Nji with the function
1,~ Nji is guaranteed by (A.4) and the following fact:
“If   ss )(21  for all 0s for a given pair of 121, N then   ss )(12  for all 0s .”
Notice that since inequalities (3.10) hold with the original 1, Nji , it holds that:
  ssaji )(, , for all 0s (A.5)
Define next:


  )(~2
1,)(max:)(~ 1,, sass jiji  , for all 0s (A.6)
where ssasa  )(:)(~ . Notice that Ka~ and therefore 1,~ Nji is well defined by definition (A.6). Definition
(A.6) and inequality (A.5) guarantee that inequalities (A.3) and (A.4) hold. Moreover, since  Ka 1~ it follows that
1,~ Nji and satisfies  )(
~lim , sjis  . The proof is complete. 
